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The Limited Language project

In brief..

The original idea, which ignited the Limited

Language project, was to create a brand that

used the Web as a platform for generating

writing about visual communicat ion. The idea

of the brand in this context was a deliberate

conceit - to explore how words, like images,

are commodities.

C utting, pasting and recycling are all

properties of contemporary image culture

and are present in th e way we generate

ideas. Thoughts and con versation s are cut

and pasted from one context to the next,

taking on a new signicance in each. Limited

Language aims to capture this as a working

process for new writ ing.

Anyone can be part of Limited Language
by respond ing to trigger articles. We encour
age people to recycle comments in their own

research, as we collage them into our own writ

ing. An y comment eventually used is credited.

In detail...

We began writing under the guise of Limited

Language in London in 2005, as two lecturers/

practitioners in visual culture and theory.

We were searching for a way to engage with

visual culture, largely one in which image is

read as text. We were aware that the words

we wrote with, in many ways, shared the same

outcomes as images. To us, words and images

have the same systems, same structu res, same

fetish and commodity value : you can buy and

sell words, ideas and criticism as you might a

Picasso, a bag of chips or pornography. Some

times, of course, that's a Citroen Picasso.

What we became increasingly conscious

of was the way that, although some might talk

of the possibilities of language as unlimited

- of the procession of images, simulacra, as
unending - to us, Language is Limited in two

respects. First, the vocabulary of postmod

ernism; its flattening of critical positions into
an atonal mantra of relat ivism - where high

and low culture lose their magnetic North

and become one and the same. The second is

in the visual realm, where increasingly our

worlds are shaped by sound bites, lists made

up of top tens, anthologies, page layouts

communication concertinaed into byte size

representations via SMS messaging, the looped

voice mail, a scrolling message board, or the

chat room - where text and image are brought

together in an online stream of emoticons and
fcuk©ing abuse.

From this starting point, we dec ided that

our subject should be process. And, if we were



to write about the creative process, then we

should at least explore how processes from

within design culture (a culture of recycling

and mash-ups etc .) inspire collaboration and

cross-media!cross-disciplinary practice and

by extension new ways of generating and

distributing wr iting about process.

Limited Language is an attempt to weave

these modes back into a framework - a nar 

rative to be used, re-used and again recycled.

Not, we promise, just another rehash of the

remix though - a cop out, to fill media space

- but here we re-use and recycle as a deliber

ate technique because to revisit concepts in

different contexts, at different t imes is to

enrich, expand and hopefully capture the ser

endipity of creative process.

On the website, designed by Oskar

Karlin, we decided to invite practitioners

and critics to post essays on subjects from
their area of discipline or expertise, with rel

evance to issues of 'process'. The aim became

to explore how ideas and processes transfer

across disciplines. This idea informed the

Web design, whereby we run three concur

rent articles at once, allowing readers to read!

comment across debates.

The articles posted on the site are not

intended to be 'finished' (although many are) but

rather, provide ideas and questions which allow

responses to integrate with the original text.

These responses often take on a life of their

own: existing articles may divide and multiply...

paragraphs from one topic may be isolated to

generate new thinking elsewhere. Our remit

always intended to go beyond a traditional

design blog, where discussion is an end in itself.

The Web here - immersive, responsive,

collaborative - becomes a useful mode of

facilitating research. In turn, this becomes

synthesised and redistributed through print

publishing: from journal articles, published

lectures to this book. (But the book is a start

ing place, every article ends with an URL for

the conversation to contmuel]

Our writing on one topic migrates from

the Web to print, via lecture halls, and back

again. It is an ongoing 'collaborat ive' process.

Just as walking down the street is as much

about the mutterings and the conversation

that you hear as it is about what you see, we

use this feedback culture to construct our

cr itique. Th is critique focuses in particular

on the process and experience of design ,
visual cultur e and the everyday. In Photoshop

you can 't save to print unless you have 'flat

tenedthe layers. We don 't aim to flatten, but

to produce a lamination of outputs, a compos

ite for use and resale .



Book methodology

Which design audience?

We started out by looking at visual communi

cation but any demarcation between practice

disciplines was soon corrupted and the site

came to occupy the in-between space of

process and practice: how we craft/create/

discuss/think/reinvent.

We write about art, design, architecture,

sonic and visual cultures and practitioners

from all these disciplines have contributed

writing to the site too - some of which we

have included in this book.

What is feedback culture?

Feedback culture is one of the cultural spin

offs of the Web 2 .0 inspired velvet revolution in

cultural agency, where design increasingly facili

tates, rather than simply providing bounded

social practices in communication.

Whilst many get themselves into (post

modern) knots discussing the true benefits of

these cultural changes ; websites such as Twit

ter and Facebook are changing how the world

is perceived and how we perceive ourselves

within it .

Increasingly the image has been side

stepped by 140 digit tweets and downloaded

MP3S - screen based culture is fast being

eclipsed by touch-screen tactility.

Everyday, through screens, keyboards,

wireless networks and Bluetooth accessories we
are performing agents in a feedback culture.

We have taken the responses from the

Limited Language site as our starting place.
Sometimes it has been a simple passing-of

the-baton where we write on a subject and

the responses have carried on in the same vein

- maybe fleshing out more detail or giving a

more mappable path - but equally tied to the

original writing or response.

We do not agree with everything written

by others under the Limited Language banner

but, rather, enjoy the serendipitous path it

might inspire us to follow.

Many of these journeys can be found in

the writing in this book .



Structure of the book

The book is organised into chapters which

do not follow disciplinary lines but coalesce

around certain themes that have emerged as

recurrent concerns over the years. The book

layout is divided into two columns. The first,

in black, is a starter article which has already

appeared on the Limited Language website or

elsewhere and which has tended to frame some

sort of question or provocation. The second

column, in colour, is our reflective response.

This reframes the question in relation to some

of the feedback received on the site (whilst

taking into account its new context and chang

ing events since originally posted).

The starter articles comprise both our

own writing, and writers and practitioners

we asked to contribute to the Limited

Language site. The book can only cover a

small proportion of the writing published

on the site over the years and we are equally
indebted and inspired by those not appearing

within these pages.

We had no absolute criteria for selecting

material for the book but have tried to choose

the articles that captured certain themes and
investigations regarding practice and process.

In the end it can only be an arbitrary selection

to try and give a feel of the ongoing Limited

Language project.

The responses to the starter articles are

not only re-realised in our own writing but

we attempt to explore the thinking process

through the practical work, which has always

inspired us (although the work is never physi-

cally represented on the Limited Language site:

each article in the book ends with an URL for

you to return to the Limited Language site .

We decided upon a text only website to

provide a focus on words (and thinking) as

apposed to image/colour/text: the predomi

nant blog format is image/text...image/text etc.

On the site we have made use of hyperlinks

to allow readers to go off elsewhere to feed the

need for images and the physical realm!

As design historians, this book seeks

to revisit old work as much as new, and to

explore how it materialises, and focus on its

making. To this end we show sketches where

possible, to try and capture work in progress.

We're interested in what designers are

doing and try to make sense of it in a wider

context: its relationship between disciplines

is as important as its cultural ramifications.

Beyond the book... the Limited Language
Web-platform will capture how our reflec

tions here coalesce in a feedback culture:
readers of the book can post onto the

Limited Language website - providing a point

of departure for new discussions in an

on-going process.

Each chapter's opening spread includes

keywords that we have identified as critical

moorings to the proceeding essays. In brack

ets, we have shown their Google hit rates

when added to the word 'design'. This is of

course ever changing, but it gives an idea of

what is out there.
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Limited Language

The problem wlth deslgn

In Fear of Small Numbers: A n Essay on the Geography of

A nger, l Arjun Appadurai comments on how the West

is increasingly dominated by a fear of the lone bomber

with explosives strapped to their ches t . Surely, a more

rat ional fear would be the pani c of spotting the lone

de signer wit h a portfolio, packed with high problem

solving principles st rapped to their chest .

Problem solving, the methodological bedrock of

de sign, is the semant ic key to a designer 's belief th at

they are in a position to change society. Social problems

and design form a symbiotic relationship , something pol

iticians and cultu ral commentators alike find alluring."

The 'de signer as cultural-mediator' , has an esta blished

hist ory in Brit ain : from the Great Exhibition in 18S1 to

the Festival of Britain in IgSI.3 During this period , the

designer's role as cultural medi ator has evolved into the

'problem-solving' or 'social-engineering' concep tio n of

design we witness today.

The trouble with problem solving is its conti ngency.

The problem could be anyt hing: global warming, social

hou sing, over-consumption or even 't he Jewish problem '.

Indeed , the scar of the Holocaust is incised, in part, by
the work of designers who (ofte n unintentionally) cre

ate d the blu eprint s for mass killing; d rew up plans for

the work camps, rati onalised and set the train timet ables

and so on. Today, it should be remembered th at one per

son's problem is another's home or fight for freedom or

means of tr ansport.

Much conte mporary design has taken on the role

of cultural beautician or plastic surgeon, providin g a

global parlour plied with consumer goods , manicured

with good intentions; all plucked from a repository of

modernist thinking. It 's like Ig80s Alessr' wit h a social

consc ience . In Wallpaper"Smagazine, Dieter Rams (the

influential designer for the German consumer electron

ics manufacturer Braun) , listed the Ten Commandments

Starter er <Ie

What votce can deslgn have?

The original article took i . ue with the figure

of the designer as already expert problem

elver with their oft -quoted claims for 0 ial

responsibility. De ign and . 0 ial respons ibil
ity aren't directly linked . They are part of a

matrix of hi tori ally . ituated relationship

between people, contexts and media in whi h

de , ign is embedded. An ironic C') take on this

thinking an be seen in a T-. hirt that , ays

Desiqn will save tile world. A counterpoint

to this thinking was on show at the om

post modern og conference hosted by AlGA,

the professional association for design in

Arnerica, \\ ith its aim to 'connect the dots' on

de 'ign and social responsibility. Here, inven

tor Saul Griffith' pre entation started with

the image; Desiqn WOlI 't Salle tile world. Go

volunteer ill a soup kitchen you ....

Replie on the Limited Language website,

to Tile problem unth de iqn, were Ie s polemic,

more ponderou than the sloganecring above;

the equivalent, perhap ,of an wering the

que tion 'What voice can de ign have:' with

more que lions . Thi has provided u with the

opportunity, here, to explore what's at stake in

the . hift from de ign author and outcome. to

design proce .

This isn't to deny de ign a \'oi c, but

re-cast it a. one pro .e .s , amongst others, of

asking question: about the world . If, as igel

ross suggests, there is a 'designcrly wa, of

knowing ',' then what would be a dcsigncrly

way of a king questions:

An alternative to the black-clad designer

with hi problem-solving principles of grids

and typographi layouts come from 1ich I

de Certeau in '[ lie Practice of Everyday Life.2

From the top of the World Trade enter,

\\ here the viewpoim that transforms the

l ity into a rational layout is an illusion, De

17



T-shirt by Osika LLC for

Ar tefacture (2008).

Text fr om a presenta t ion by inventor Saul Griffith at the AlGA

conference Compost modern 09, as it appeared on several

Internet blog sites in Spring 2009.

htt p:// bit.ly/sa ul_griffith
http: //bit.l y/compostmodern09



of good de sign: at number 4, 'Good design helps a prod

uct be underst ood' and at number 6, 'Good design is

hone st '. Here, fashionably repackaged, is the old Modern

ist d ichotomy: design's raison d'etre of moral instruc t ion

alongside it s decorat ive, consumptive self.

Pick at the sti tches and you find the dilemma for

all design: its relationship to commodity and the dia

lectical tensions bet ween use and life-function. Every

design will add to the flow, creating an ever-grea te r

d ist ance between actua l use and th e symbolic orde r it

falls wit hin: an upturned box, a picn ic table, an IKEA

table, a Habitat table, a John Lewis table, a Heal's table,

a Marcel Breuer table et c. The list ex pands to become

a series of eBay 'tags'. Likewise, non-branded trainers

and anti -globalisat ion T-shirts validate the system they

inte nd to cr it ique.

In a modern capit alist world, where the route to

soc ial influ ence is pock-m arked with the fallout of

political spin and unrealistic assumpt ions of design's

public impact , design's dilemma is this: what voice can

design have?

Design needs to go beyond the rhetoric of manifes

tos (whic h have become the bored patter of fingertips on

the table while you wait for the next big idea to come

along). Des ign needs to be a series of small ideas - mini

expl osions, eureka moments - which atomise and sett le

in unexpected places. A few immediatel y come to mind

such as the paradigmatic and well publicised work of

architectura l collec t ives like Brit ish FA T (which stands

for Fashion, Arch itecture and Taste) and mu f (a group of

arch itects and artis ts ) and product designers like Dutch

Droog design. One could also add Swedi sh Front Design

and graphic de signers like the French M/M (Pari s). Alto

gether, they present work of different and often opposing

sta nces as to how de sign should live in the world. All

their work is more about the 'process of de sign ' than

probl em solving alone.

Back in 2000, Droog's Do Create collec tion included

a met al armchair that owners bashed into shape with

Starter er <Ie

.rteau 10 cur emerge ,a pede m an, on

the trcet ' 111e t reet beeorne . the oppo ing

'ot he r of the 'ie\\ atop the buildmg. l capmg

th Imaglllar, totalizations produced b~ the

eye the walker e pen ence the lit. \\ ithout

precon eption ,\\ hich make. him receptive to

chance and po ibrlity. For thi , the pedestrian

(and our de igner] need a multitude of ta .t ics

a. evinced from the details of ev ryday lif .
Thi: e: .pcrience of the street i. analogou to

t he notion of process in d sign .

The W<lY 111 which these alternative Image

of 't he de:umer translate into design thinking

(and real people') was teased out in replie to

the article on the Limited Language I\('b:ite...

One reply quoted laulua l hllner,'

head of th tu lio for Virtuul Typography.

comrm-nung that '[a] problem with design

education ...1 that it ignore. the accompany

ing que ·t ion .. , 'lIld then continued. 'It's not

he nrnera that leterrnines the per pecuve,

It's ba ically wh re ou position your elf an I

wher you ar 'looking If vou ha c th· c apabil

It~ to orienta C' our elf and de errrune our

po iuon ou ha c J IC'r) goo I ar

And yet .. lame . ouuar points out a ten

sion between old \VC' tern ideal and design :

I n the "problem vith [e ign that de Ign

ing" 1<1 n cnoueh tor de i 'ncr \\1." had to

be political tu, IIIt, cultural comm ntator ,

coneeptual arti t . people vuh an int llectual

agenda, not JU an ae: thcuc on, .

Whil t de Ign can 't he . iiuated outside

a larger network of \"I ual di : cour e .wh.u '

in t rume nta l is the way thi I: conceptu-

ali ed . ocial rc ponsibility 111 modernist

European/American de , ign has coa lesced

around spccific , morally neutra l tag . : de ign

for l haritv, the em ironment and 0 on . ('I he

I f-you -do-a-f1m-aho ut- t he-Holoc au t -~ ou 're

guarani .cd- an- O car line of th ought .J
But neutral de I m i an illu ion. ben irrc-

pon . ible, 111 that it can't beheld to account ,

Anne Ru h propo , 'soc ial respon e-abilny'.

This IIauld involv ' re .po nd ing in dialogue With

each projec t or cenano, rather than acting on

pre - ct idea about socially re pan ibl desicn .
19
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'In the mot fundamental .cnse, then, rc pon 'i

hility is the ability to re .pond. It is not ju t the

willingness to a i, but also the ability to under 

stun lone' actions ."

This goe further than orientating one. elf

to a. k: From where am I speaking: To whom:

nd with \\ hat bia : What can my tools do:

And rucially, what can 't they do: This ill'.

about the abstract idea of SOcial rcspon: ibil

ity and more about an embedded prar ti e

that i ethical and accountable:

And yet, again.., for out tar, the problem

with po .t rnodern Western de. ign - exacerbat

ed by it binge on French philosophy - I' that

its context might already be bankrupt. In tead

he looks to a Latin Renais ance, pecif ally in

typography. 'I '0 philosophy, no cultural theory,

no marl' [uckmg head-stuff, hut just sheer pas

sion and fasctnatlon for type, and a willingness

to plav and explore, without the constant fear

of eros iru; the ill-defined boundary betw 'en

layer d irony and. irnple naivety. And really the

l.ann how u the .imple an swer to "the prob

lem \\ ith de Ign (in the Anglophone world]": it
ha n . ou I.'III

A reply to outtar counters that thi i

'a rather eli hed view that non-western [cur

reml- Latin) = .oul =pa: sionau-'.'

0, what is oul? It would seem to be a

deep level of human engag meru \\ ith the

world around it: for instance, demanding not

lust instinctual answers, hut real que lion .

We might find oul in graffiti on the . tr ct

of. ao Paulo-... But, an 't it be found anywhere

where need is spoken with an authentic voice:

Take just two examples ... luqaad, is a Free

standing shade canopy, made out of di arded

oil cans, in the Indian village of Raiokri on the

out skirt of 1 ew Delhi. This was built over

a period of three month by ninety member.

of the village, led by anjecv hankar, who 'e

interdis iplinary work draws on practice

aero art, craft, design re carch and archnec

ture. iI/gMt! i a Hindi term for attaining any

objective u ing available re ource at hand and,

in thi project, both cooking oil and repur-

po ing are central to Indian culture. hankar

a sledgehammer and a rubber-lined (hence unbreak

able) porcelain vase that gained character the more it

was dropped or smashed against a walL Here, Droog

was investigat ing process, rather than commenting on a

global condit ion of violence. But they are equally likely

to engage in 'changing the world ': Urban Play, imple

mented from 2007 and on, has been described as 'an

international project... [that] believes th at st reet-level

inventiveness, energy and innovation is the future of

creat ivity in the city... [cjreated as a cat alyst to inspire

cre ativity in the public dornain.' Droog are interested

in new materials and the cros s-fertilisation of technolo

gies and pro cesses. For them, design is quintessentially a

temporal phenomenon, a 'moving forward '.

FAT'Sarchitectural work such as The Blue House,

a house /office/apartment finished in 2004, is always

technologically pre cise and cognate, but the overall

impre ssion is filmic. It is a collage of the visual objet d'art

of urban exp erience, remixed and pre sented back to us.

The FAT methodology is the antithesis of the New Urban

ism movement, which uses the paucity of ideas in much
conte mporary architecture to validate old thinking, old

architectural forms and class divisions. New Urbanists

say their gated communitie s are in respon se to the needs

of occupants, unlike the top-down ideologies of the

1950Sand 1960s moderni st building programme s. FAT
and muf respond differently to the same criticism. Their

work is designed to grow from the middl e; it 's about

communication and engages in participatory workshops

with the local community. muf's small-scale urban design

projects are another example of this working ethic.

Design needs to reflect the mores of its time s rather than

produce a banal B-movie of an imagined community.

Networking and a cross-fertilisation in methodol

ogy between the digital and analogue worlds (different

to inter-disciplinary practice) will become increasingly
important to design th inking, be it MySpace or the more
tangible network of projects in inner city areas across the
world, Good design develops incrementally and , in a

Limited Language I Cr itical moments I The problem with design



Jugaad, a public art project wit h Sanjeev Shankar (2008).
Photograph by Sundeep Bal.

A can lid being cut off .
Photog raph by Sanjeev Shankar.

Cans being cleaned in big commu nal vessels.

Photograph by Sanjeev Shankar.



Br0nn0Y Kunst base, Norway. A n arena for

contemporary art for t he last public space

in the village of Brenneysund, proposed

fol lowi ng works hops with the local

comm unity by Fantast ic Norway (ongo ing).

The Fantast ic Norway carava n.



globalised community, good design projects bounce off

other ones . In these small explosions of technical nous

and creative spirit we see the materialisation of social

concerns; environmental issues, globalisation, consumer

ism, ethics etc. But, not as doctrinaire monoliths, rather

as small-scale , individual investigations into contemporary

culture.

What if a designer's social responsibility (should

they feel the need) was to ask questions rather than

emphasise problem solving... What if designers were to

stop making simplist ic overtures to saving the world ...

What if they were to stop the mantra for socially

responsible design that ignores the issues of religion ,

politics and personal taste... What if they were to stop

telling consumers that the choice of one de sign over

anot her equates to sound ethical/political judgement...

If only de signers could stop measuring the impact

of design solely on how big the problem is. Instead,

wouldn't it be better if they focused on how important

the question is?

See furt her images here

www.lim itedlanguage.org/i mages
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reflect s: 'Initial reoi .iancc in the village to work

II ith an out sider and explore the discarded

oil can, a common ~) mhol of "waste , II a: an

important challenge... Global issues of environ

ment, sustainability and recycling can inspire

[people] only if they are linked to their daily

lifestyle . Through deep human level engage

ment, there was a gradual change in perception

and ...gradually, the entire community was

inspired... The fabrlcauon process and vision of

il/!J(/(/ef became an integral part of village life

and its people.

Fantastic Norway is a group of architects

whose red caravan - which travels around

from town to town as an open-door, work-

ing office - embodies the idea of the socially

responsive, 'public architect '. In each scenar

io, they find out through a 'mapping process'

what projects are needed and how they might

come about ; in interaction with local resi

dents, traditions, media-outlets, politicians

and planning processes (all facilitated by scrv

ing wafflesl], Erlend Blakstad Haffner sugge: ts

that 'People don't necessarily knoll' what they

need . But this proce ss helps them find the

right arenas and forms, through architecture,

to politically anchor them ."

Thi s isn't instrumental [top-dew n) but

'd iulogi al' de sign. More colloquially, we

might call it reciprocal : where there is genu

ine dialogue and people's particularities and

feedback are looped into the proce ·S . No 'Big

Idea', no one-size-fit -,Ill and no designer ,IS

author. Instead design in this mode i - project 

specific, experimental, open and value comes

<It any point . It takes it thrust from collective

wisdom." which isn't solely attainable from

'expert' knowledge. This is a recognition that

the world is complex and that no one person

or discipline can solve its problems.

Mikhail Bakhun in The Dialogic lmaqi

,wtiOIl, II suggests that the dialogic work is

in a reciprocal relationship with other work,

informing and continually informed by it.

Dialogically, you can never have closure. The

act of appropriation annot be complete. This

transcends any idea of de ign being evaluated
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in terms of impact or contcxtuali: ed in terms

of movements. Instead, it ' to continually

trace and re-trace design shift ' as increments.

For Bakhtin. the dialogic has an imagina

tion . As doe the term project, a verb, where

the etymology of ieci is the act of throwing

forward.. 1- Design 's voice projects into a

continuum of critique, consumption, and con

tribution . What can design 's voice contribute

to the social imagination?

Set: full responses + carryon the conversatron here

ht: p;lItIl1y.cc/chapter 1_1
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Ezri Tarazi

Design in crisis

At first sight, all branches of design seem to be prosper 

ing. Design activities all over the world are increasing

exponentially, filling the sky with br ight new stars. Design

reacts to technology faster than art, and this is very con

spicuous as regards to the digital developments that have

been taking place ever since the mid-1970S.

Designer s have been involved in this digital revolu

tion from its very beginning and actively influenced

its development. This was not a frin ge cult ure, but an

integral part of the digital revolution . They created the

mou se, the window, the button and the Web's visual

experience. Wh ereas art is st ill trying to comprehend

the video innovation , design det ermined the way in

which people work and act in the cybernet ic world , But

at the same ti me design is going th rou gh a cr isis. Grey

clouds gather beneath its wings - eth ical issue s related

to consumer ism, pollut ion and the exhausti on of raw

mater ials as opposed to temptat ion, t he creation of end

less collections and the sterility of renovat ion. Design

finds itself coveted by new disc iplines that boast of deal 

ing with 'aest het ics'. The weak flutter which began wit h

plastic surge ry to correc t damages after accide nts or
war, gradually becomes 'redesigning the human body' for

capr icious aest het ic reasons. Stand ard operatio ns, such

as nose jobs or skin grafts are replaced by new inte rven

tions th at include 'overhauling' the bod y and cosmetic

surge ry. The physician no longer heals. (S)he 'creates'.

The intention is more to design than to cure. 'Body

designer ' or 'appearance designer' are more correct terms

to define the se professionals, and they are closer in their

intention to fashion designers and hair stylists th an they

care to believe.

See fu rt her images here

ww w.limiteotanquaqe.orq/ irnapes
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Too much history

De ign and hi tory are hackl -d, ,f not syn

onyrnou : de ign suff r from either too rnuch

hi 'tory or too ltttle. Design is (often) ub

ordinate to art, in part becau 'e of a lack of

sane tioned hi. tory, but equally is kept in It.

place by a connec tion to the hi torical pas 'age

of Con sumerism and Capitali: rn.

De ign ha lustonans but, it could be

argued, lacks a Giorgio Va ar i or a Clement

Greenberg ' - critics whom act a ensign 

or, even, a disunc t avant-gardism to forge an

Intellectua l separation from apitalism : with

out this, de . ign I marooned.

Ezri Tarazr, an I raeli industrial designer,

in his article, pies a cri: is in de 'i rn bel au, c

of it . unan hored nature. Its very popular

ity in recent time ha refloated it upon the

public con .ciou: n '5 ' but without the proper

l oordinates to whence it came, it will remain

a gho: t ship . Design. for Tarazi, i becoming

splint red . It I. \,. rating a collect ion of ur

faee inci: ion \\ her the intention is more to

de I m than to cure.

AWl' wrru-, the notion of a cr isi i.

beconung rru rea ingly frequent fodder in

contemporary de ign - for instanc ,IDe:ign]

Cri is at the 2009 Milan Furniture Fair which

explored the relation hip between creativity

and erisi . One c .hibu was Spamghe tto/ a

visually baroque wall coveri ng which recycle '

junk-email, 'in order to turn the ugly pam

into a beautiful wallpaper...'. Spamghettu

makes visible a contemporary problem and

repurpo: es it to another end . Rut it also

brings a broader question to mind : can we

de rgn our .elve out of a cri ' is beyond Imply

making the ugly beautiful ."

In re pondin to Tarazi ' dilemma - to

de ign or to lure? - replie to the po t

addre cd de tgn' heritage a, part of the
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uunlv the 19bo . mhen cd .1 dp Ign culture

rnouldcd u- a 'product of modcrni: m - [inl

an era when there wa a popular app .u te tor

grandiose per, onal visions. and for bing led' I

1\ modernism of Tay lorism and lord Motor

Company, '[ojhsesscd with uuliry, effuiency

and rationality ,II inspired production lines as

much as it inspired the Bauhaus or l.e

Corbusier. It was also a modernis m bloated

by the vic tors of World War T\\'(): the I S.\ ,

It is the diaspora of European thinkers

and practitioners who went to America during

and after the war, many staying on long after

appeasement, who, to this day, influence how

design is critically asse: sed and, in many cnscs,

the creative process itself Theodor Adorno,

l lerbcrt Marcusc, Eric h Fromm - under the

leadership of lax Horkhcimer - arrived at

Columbia niversity, finding themselves in

the eye of the approaching pop-culture storm .

The Frankfurt School, as they were collectively

known (referring to their original academic

institution), began to asses, the culture ' of

Europe from the vantage point of the I SA , They

provided the cross-disciplinarity in critical

invc ' t igat ion whic h informs liberal arts edu

cation today: a mix of sociology; philosophy;

p: ychoanalysi: and anthropology. Commodity

became the new enernv ,

Ever since this period, in the cross hair of

muc h l ritical thinking is the predatory role of

commodity. Design is the most vi iblc foot sol

dier in the advancement of a modern material

culture. Design, technically and aesthetically,

develops for the most part unimpeded by

the counter flows of avant-garde movement s.

Avant-gardism periodically self-audited its

advances during the same period.u check and

balance of politic and ae .theucs.

The con umer culture born in the 1960s

(reaching its nadir in the 1990S) amplified

the voice of disciplines from photography to

graphic arts, product de , ign to architecture.

But today, there is an irony in design

activities increasing exponentially because, by

and large, it is driven by the post modern
Lim ited Language I Cr itic al moment s I Design in cr isis



Spamghelto: junk wa llpaper cover ing by

To Do.Technical Partner: Jannell i & Volpi (2009).

If consumers provide the dimens ions of t heir room,

To Do's software can produce a wall paper design

th at 'wraps' around objec ts, such as win dows or

pictures.



Moving by Ezri Tarazi (2005),

Photograph by Stud io Warhaft ig Venezian.
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rupture of high and low culture (if indeed

this split ever really occurred outside of cer

tain philosophical discourse). Essentially, this

link to consumerism negated the cognitive

thrust of design and designers which under

pins Tarazi's original post.

An important conceptual framework.

Iirst taken up by the Frankfurt chool, and

since used in sociology and cultural studies, is

that of kitsch. Kitsch is an important conduit

bet ween the worlds of art and de . ign. When

Tarazi suggests that 'des ign finds itself cov

eted by new disciplines that boast of dealing

with "aesthetics", kit. ch is influential. Here,

we are arguing kitsch on an economic level

not a post modern 'O h that 's so kitsch ' level!

Design, historically, is written up as part

of the mechanics of modern taste formation .

It is a component of a fashion industry of sur

face and simulacra. Sewn into the very sinews

of this relationship i the notion of kit sch. The

intellectual and cultural formations (and inter

actions) with kitsch act as a catalyst in how

design is under tood, con . urned and to some

extent, created. As one commentator observes

by the late 19th century: 'Kitsch was the only

art of the period which involved uncondition 

ally almost the whole of society."

It' the very reprodu ibility of design

which both provided an everyday language

of visual form whilst equally acting as an

opiate to dull the senses, attaching it to the

danger of kitsch (...picture Philippe Starck's

gold-plated machine gun lamps? ...). You an

see how design lits the bill when Clement

Greenberg explains that: 'Kit h is mechanical

and operates by formulas. Kitsch i. vicarious

experience and faked sensations. Kitsch

changes according to style, but remains always

the same. Kitsch is the epitome of all that

is spurious in the life of our times. Kitsch

pretends to demand nothing of it . customers

except their money - not even their time."

Rut what is embedded within this notion

of the commercial and the kitsch is the intr in

si power of popularity; pop culture. Design

provides a readily available, literally off the
29


